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ABSTRACT
We describe here a method for automatically identifying
word sense variation in a dated collection of historical books
in a large digital library. By leveraging a small set of known
translation book pairs to induce a bilingual sense inventory
and labeled training data for a WSD classiﬁer, we are able to
automatically classify the Latin word senses in a 389 million
word corpus and track the rise and fall of those senses over
a span of two thousand years. We evaluate the performance
of seven diﬀerent classiﬁers both in a tenfold test on 83,892
words from the aligned parallel corpus and on a smaller,
manually annotated sample of 525 words, measuring both
the overall accuracy of each system and how well that accuracy correlates (via mean square error) to the observed
historical variation.
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its ﬁrst use as a slang term (meaning “excellent, fantastic”)
comes from 1964. We can imagine, however, that the distribution of these senses has not been uniform over this time:
we might guess that the slang sense was used far more frequently in 1970s and 80s, and has decreased in frequency
since then as its popularity waned. At the same time, we
might guess that the use of its political sense increased in
the early years of the 21st century, amid heightened public
discourse of religious fundamentalism.
The ability to quantify this sense variation over time has
clear value not only for linguistic research, but also arguably
for information retrieval and extraction as well [23, 41, 38] –
if we want to locate documents based not on a token-based
search query but rather on its underlying semantics, understanding the likelihood of a word sense at a given historical
time will help in the precision of retrieval (i.e., not returning
documents prior to 1964 with the slang sense of radical ).
We describe here our strategy for measuring this kind of
word sense variation over time – for creating a probabilistic sense inventory in which we calculate the likelihood of
any given sense for a word at any particular time. Humancreated reference works such as the OED are natural sources
of sense inventories – indeed, they often capture the judgments of experts over decades of labor – but our goal is to
induce one automatically in a language-independent fashion,
enabling its broader use in a number of languages without
requiring the labor of experts.

2. METHOD
1.

INTRODUCTION

Words in all languages naturally possess a range of possible senses, and the ambiguity of which sense is valid in
any particular context is dependent not only on the genre
and register of the discourse but also on its historical place.
The Oxford English Dictionary [1], for example, dates the
ﬁrst recorded political use of radical (meaning “advocating
thorough or far-reaching political or social reform; representing or supporting an extreme section of a party”) to 1783;
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Our work is based on aligning a small collection of parallel texts to induce a bilingual sense inventory and using that
alignment as training material for a broad-coverage classiﬁer
to automatically tag the word senses in a much larger collection [13, 21]. Based on the intuition that one language tends
to use diﬀerent words to translate diﬀerent senses in another
(e.g., “the bank” in English corresponds to “la banque” in
French when referring to a ﬁnancial institution but to “la
rive” when referring to a side of a river) [5], the core of the
approach involves word aligning a set of source documents
in language e with their translations in language f , inducing a probabilistic translation lexicon from that alignment
to form the sense inventory (in which the possible translations in language f for a word in e approximate its diﬀerent
senses) and then leveraging the context around each source
word in e that has been aligned with a sense “label” f to
provide a training instance for classiﬁcation.
One drawback to this approach, however, is the need for
large amounts of parallel text data, especially when existing

resources tend to center around a small set of genres (such
as newswire and parliamentary proceedings [36, 24]), whose
linguistic register may only include a small subset of any
word’s possible senses. A fertile source for a much wider
variety of such parallel data, however, can be found in the
million book libraries now emerging online.
At just over 2 million and 15 million works respectively,
the online libraries of the Internet Archive and Google Books
have already begun to provide the primary material for research into linguistic variation and cultural trends within
a single language [10, 26]. These collections, however, are
also multilingual in the extreme: the publicly available collection of the Internet Archive contains, as of January 20,
2011, not only 1,888,944 works catalogued as being written
in English but a signiﬁcant number in French (234,281), German (186,600), Latin (28,844), Italian (43,241) and Spanish
(38,112) as well.
Latin presents a unique opportunity within this collection: with over 25,000 works containing 2.7 billion words
composed over 2000 years, it arguably spans the greatest historical distance of any major textual collection today, capturing not only the language of Caesar and Cicero from the
Classical era (ca. 200 BCE–200CE), but also religious texts
from Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages (such as those by
Augustine and Aquinas) and scientiﬁc treatises from ﬁgures
such as Galileo, Newton and Kepler. This large textual collection coupled with its deep historical distance provides a
natural proving ground for leveraging modern techniques of
word sense induction and disambiguation to begin uncovering how word senses have evolved over two thousand years:
e.g., how a Latin word like oratio can shift from predominantly meaning “the power of speech” in the Classical era to
“prayer” in the Middle Ages and beyond.
This strategy consists of four steps: a.) mining a 389million-word dated Latin corpus from the much larger collection of the Internet Archive; b.) aligning a small set of
129 known translation book pairs (in Latin and English)
to induce a sense inventory and training instances for several WSD classiﬁers; c.) leveraging the trained classiﬁers to
automatically tag the word senses for the remainder of the
389-million-word collection; and d.) measuring sense variation over 2000 years using that automatically tagged corpus.
Our results suggest that the size and deep historical distance
of these million book collections provide an adequate scope
for measuring the development of word sense variation over
time.

3.

RELATED WORK

This work builds on two separate strands of research. One
is the use of parallel corpora for unsupervised word sense
disambiguation. While parallel texts have been the foundation on which modern statistical machine translation now
stands [5, 6], their utility extends to semantically related
tasks as well, such as inducing bilingual dictionaries [22]
and translating collocations [39]. Their use in word sense
disambiguation [21] rivals or surpasses other unsupervised
methods, and they have been used with success with translation pairs in English/French [13], English/Chinese [8, 31],
English/Portuguese [40], and English/Vietnamese [14].
A second strand of research informing our own is the increasing use of historical corpora to measure trends in language, history and culture. Researchers in linguistics and
the digital humanities have long used large textual corpora

to discern variation in language, both for studies in dialectology [42] and stylistics [28, 20]. The rise of large digitization projects such as Early English Books Online and of
more open transcription eﬀorts such as the EEBO-Text Creation Partnership, however, ushered in collections an order
of magnitude larger (to date, EEBO-TCP contains transcriptions of 11,462 documents for a total of 521 million
words from 1475-1700), enabling research into the development of English over a period of 300 years [4].
With the arrival of broad-purpose digital libraries such as
the Internet Archive and Google Books, however, researchers
now have an even larger collection of material to work with.
While most of Google’s 15 million book collection is still
under copyright and unavailable for wider use, the Internet
Archive, in contrast, houses a smaller collection of 2 million
works all available for public download. Based on our own
subset of 1.2 million books from this collection, we estimate
that the total word count in the 2-million-book library of
publicly available material in the Internet Archive comprises
a total of 243 billion words.
The size of this collection has made it a natural target
for topic modeling [27] (including evaluating topic coherence
[30]), where the immensity of the data encourages automatic
methods for characterizing it, as well as research into automatic methods for adding structure [3]. More recently,
however, researchers have begun to exploit these massive
datasets for measuring historical change. Using data from
Google Books, Cohen and Gibbs [10] track the rise and fall
of words in 1,681,161 book titles published in English in
the United Kingdom from 1789-1914, and Michel et al. [26]
chart lexical trends and linguistic phenomena such as the
regularization of English verbs over the past 200 years. In
general, we can expect to see more and more such projects
in the future, due in part to growing awareness of large data
not only in linguistics, but also in the social sciences [9] and
humanities [11, 19].

4. MINING THE CORPUS
The ﬁrst step in tracking sense variation over time is the
construction a large, dated Latin corpus. We assembled our
collection from two sources: ﬁrst, the Internet Archive provided the source texts and metadata for 1.2 million books (a
snapshot of their entire collection from early 2009). We supplemented this broad foundation by downloading all more
recent works that had originally been catalogued as being
written in Latin (according to the catalog records from the
primary digitizing library) and scanned since that date. This
resulted in a total collection of 25,886 Latin books.1
As others have pointed out, however, problems plague
these massive collections in their use for scholarly research,
not only in the quality of the image scans and the resulting OCR but also in the metadata itself that describes the
text [33]. In order to compensate for this error, we automatically classiﬁed each document into its major and minor
languages using an ngram language identiﬁer [43] trained on
24 diﬀerent language editions of Wikipedia along with the
open source collection of Greek and Latin texts found in the
Perseus Digital Library [12]. This resulted in identifying
1
This ﬁgure represents the total number of books catalogued
as Latin in the Internet Archive on November 11, 2010; since
then, this number has increased as more Latin works are still
being digitized.

10,263 non-Latin books that had been manually classiﬁed
as Latin, along with 6,790 Latin books that had been originally classiﬁed as not Latin,2 leading to a net total of 22,413
books containing 2,971,407,550 words.
The second problem that confronts a historical linguistic
analysis is the lack of metadata specifying the date of composition. While all books are attended by their reported
date of publication, this date only records the year of the
printing of that speciﬁc edition, not the date the work was
originally produced. While for modern works these dates
are very closely related, this is much less true for historical
works and certainly untrue for any work originally composed
prior to Gutenberg.
To address this, we commissioned undergraduate student
researchers in Classics to ﬁnd as narrow a window as possible
for the original date of composition – while more recent authors may have more-or-less established composition dates,
others (such as more obscure medieval authors) do not. This
work (representing approximately 1,000 person-hours of labor over the course of a summer) resulted in a collection of
7,055 works containing a total of 389 million words. Figure
1 shows the distribution of works charted by their date of
composition. Major peaks immediately rise up around the
Classical era of ca. 200 BCE–200 CE (including authors
such as Cicero and Vergil), the works of church fathers such
as Augustine (ca. 400 CE), and voluminous scholastic writers such as Thomas Aquinas (ca. 1200 CE), before yielding
to an explosion in the number of printed works following the
invention of the printing press (and especially following the
Industrial Revolution of the 19th century).
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Figure 1: 7,055 Latin works in the Internet Archive,
charted by date of composition.

2
To test the cost of ignoring the manual classiﬁcation completely, we evaluated the precision of the automatic classiﬁcation on a small random sample of 50 texts where it found
Latin to be the dominant language and the library metadata
did not. In 49 cases, the automatic classiﬁcation was correct
in assigning Latin as the major language. While 16 of the
manual misclassiﬁcations were outright mistakes (e.g., mistaking Dutch or Italian for Latin), the most common error
seemed to be assigning the language of the full text based on
the language of the ﬁrst few pages (which in Classical works
are often introductions in other languages). While the small
sample size can only be suggestive of the real precision, we
feel the gain in text data (6,790 works) helps compensate for
the error introduced.

5. INDUCING LATIN SENSES
Latin lexicographers have long built dictionaries focussing
on wide coverage for speciﬁc eras, such as the Classical period [17, 25] and the Middle Ages [32], along with those
tailored for the more specialized vocabularies of individual
authors (such as Thomas Aquinas [37]), and some even exist in digital form as viable sense inventories. However, a
comprehensive dictionary spanning all two thousand years
of usage does not exist, necessitating the automatic creation
of one. Our goal is a purely data-driven approach – one that
can learn the meaning of Latin words over the course of its
2000-year lifetime without the bias of dictionaries composed
for any speciﬁc era.

5.1 Identifying translations
The sense inventory we create for Latin is based on the
alignment of parallel texts consisting of a collection of source
texts and their book-level translations. To compile a parallel corpus, we manually identiﬁed a set of 129 Latin-English
book pairs, representing an even distribution over the two
thousand years that Latin was used as a lingua franca throughout Europe. Even with this high-level information, however, automatically aligning sentences in the source document with sentences in the target document is not trivial
due to the inherent asymmetry of the translation pairs. Unlike parallel corpora such as the Canadian Hansards [36] or
Europarl [24] parliamentary proceedings, book level translations often contain information on one side that is not
present in the other – a book-level translation pair of Vergil’s
Aeneid, for example, may consist of an English book containing only the Aeneid along with the Latin original found
in the complete works of Vergil. Even presuming an equal
translation pair containing the same canonical text, one
work may contain an extensive introduction or notes not
found in the other.3
This situation more closely resembles the task of extracting sentence fragments from non-parallel and other comparable corpora [29] but our experiments with these methods
generally met with consistently low accuracy on this collection due, in large part, to the level of OCR errors aﬀecting
the Latin texts. Rather than rely on equally misplaced assumptions of non-equality, we attempted instead to leverage the document structure of the translation pair: while
the source text and the translation may indeed be asymmetrical, the text in common will generally be found in the
same sequence in both. To this end, we segmented both
the source and target documents into sentences, indexed
the target sentences and attempted to ﬁnd an initial document structure by translating the source sentence word for
word (using a translation dictionary induced from 2.9 million words of cleanly transcribed parallel texts in the Perseus
Digital Library) and ﬁnding the best target match among
those indexed. Figure 2 displays the document structure for
a single Latin-English translation pair (Augustine’s Confessions) revealed using this method.
3
Indeed, asymmetry is the norm: of the 129 translation
pairs, only 42 were more or less “equal” translations (32.6%);
in 46 pairs (35.7%), the translation was a subset of the original book (i.e., the original work included signiﬁcant text not
found in the translation); in 20 pairs (15.5%) the original
work was a subset of the translation; and 21 pairs (16.3%)
held an asymmetrical relation to each other (each book containing signiﬁcant text not found in the other).

This ﬁltered a set of 109,432 possible Latin-English translations pairs down to a working inventory of 3,412.
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Figure 2: Sentence alignment for Augustine’s Confessions in Latin and English.

In this example, the text common to both can clearly
be seen on the line spanning sentences 6,000-10,000 in the
Latin source document and sentences 500-4,750 in the English translation – while the translation contains only the
text of the Confessions, it accompanies other works in the
Latin original. Using linear regression, we calculate the slope
of the line and exclude all sentences found outside two standard deviations of it. This resulted in 40,323 sentence pairs
for subsequent word alignment.

5.2 Word alignment
These 40,323 sentence pairs are then aligned at the level
of individual words using MGIZA++ [18], a multi-threaded
version of GIZA++ [35]. Prior to alignment, all of the tokens
in the source text and translation are stemmed (to account
especially for Latin’s rich inﬂection).4 After alignment, the
original Latin word forms were restored and then lemmatized, using the English sense as a feature for lemma disambiguation.5 In order to ﬁnd only high-quality translation
equivalents, the word alignment is performed in both directions (i.e., from Latin to English and English to Latin) and
the ﬁnal word alignment is found using Och and Ney’s “reﬁned” combination (in which the intersection between the
two is ﬁrst determined and then extended by adding noncompeting and/or neighboring links [34]. This resulted in
clean alignments for 504,857 words.

5.3 Inducing a sense inventory
Next, a sense inventory is induced by aggregating the English translations for each Latin lemma and enforcing both a
minimum threshold on the number of observations required
to form a valid sense (n = 3) and a log likelihood thresholding to ﬁlter out common but uncharacteristic translations.6
4
Words are mapped to a base form using the Perseus morphological analyzer [12].
5
E.g., if a word such as est is aligned to the English word
“eat,” it is more probably derived from the lemma edo (“to
eat”) than sum (“to be”) since many unambiguous inﬂections
of edo (such as edisti) also align to “eat.”
6
For example, while non (“not”) may incorrectly align to
“he” many times due to the high frequency of both words in
their respective languages, the pair would be ﬁltered out due

Armed with this induced sense inventory and set of aligned
parallel texts, we treat each instance of a Latin source word
aligned to a viable sense in the English translation as a
a training instance for word sense disambiguation. Each
training instance includes the lemma to classify, the aligned
sense in the English translation, and the 20-word context
on either side of each target word. We trained several standard word sense disambiguation systems [2, 7] and evaluated
their performance in a tenfold test. Seven diﬀerent classiﬁers were evaluated: language model classiﬁers trained on
5-grams (“5-gram LM”), 6-grams (“6-gram LM”), token unigrams (“token unigram LM”), and token bigrams (“token bigram LM”); naive Bayes classiﬁcation trained on token unigrams (“Bayes”); unigram TF/IDF classiﬁcation (TF/IDF);
and k-nearest neighbor classiﬁcation using cosine distance
(KNN). For each classiﬁer, the training context surrounding each instance included a window of 20 words (tokenized
by space and lowercased) around each word. In addition,
we also evaluated the performance of a baseline measure of
simply selecting the most frequent sense (MFS) from the
probabilistic translation lexicon.

6.1 Evaluation
We conducted two evaluations of the diﬀerent word sense
disambiguation classiﬁers: one on the large set of automatically aligned parallel texts; and one on a smaller but manually annotated sample.

6.1.1 Automatic
To evaluate the impact of the size of the training data
on the overall accuracy, we conducted the tenfold test for
each classiﬁer on three diﬀerent subsets of the aligned texts:
words appearing in the data more than 100 times (53 distinct lemmas, 57,670 observations), more than 50 times (79
distinct lemmas, 64,163 observations) and more than 10
times (375 distinct lemmas, 83,892 observations). In each
instance, the classiﬁer was trained on 9/10 of the dataset
and tested on the remaining one-tenth; this test is conducted
a total of ten times, once for each held-out tenth, with the
reported accuracy in Table 1 being the average of all tests.
System
5-gram LM
6-gram LM
Bayes
Token Unigram LM
Token Bigram LM
TF/IDF
KNN
MFS Baseline

>10
71.6%
71.1%
70.2%
70.8%
70.8%
70.0%
68.3%
67.0%

>50
69.5%
68.8%
68.5%
68.5%
68.5%
67.6%
68.1%
65.6%

>100
69.0%
68.2%
68.0%
68.0%
68.0%
66.9%
67.8%
66.3%

Table 1: 10-fold test on parallel data.
Two things immediately jump out: ﬁrst, the performance
degrades as more frequent lemmas are evaluated; this is due
to the observed number of alignments being fewer than what
would be expected if each word was indeed a translation of
the other.

System
5-gram LM
6-gram LM
Bayes
Token Unigram LM
Token Bigram LM
TF/IDF
KNN
MFS Baseline

villa
54.8%
58.3%
63.5%
63.5%
64.3%
64.3%
64.3%
60.9%

pastor
69.2%
61.5%
62.3%
62.4%
62.4%
60.7%
73.5%
66.7%

miles
90.2%
91.2%
92.6%
92.6%
92.6%
82.8%
84.4%
92.6%

scientia
73.7%
65.8%
70.2%
70.2%
70.2%
70.2%
63.2%
79.0%

oratio
61.4%
63.8%
48.0%
48.0%
48.8%
49.6%
40.1%
60.6%

Average
69.9%
68.1%
67.3%
67.3%
67.7%
65.5%
65.1%
72.0%

Table 2: Accuracy rates of WSD and Most Frequent Sense (MFS) classifiers on gold standard data.
in large part to the increasing polysemy of more frequent
words. Second, while all of the WSD classiﬁers perform better than a purely random selection, they fare only slightly
better than the powerful baseline of selecting the most frequent sense in the probabilistic translation lexicon. In this
test, the best performing WSD is the language model classiﬁer trained on character 5-grams.

6.1.2 Manual
While the previous test gives us a measure of the consistency of the automatically aligned parallel text data, we
still want to evaluate it against human-created judgments of
sense. To that end, we created a test set comprised of manually annotated sense labels for 105 instances each of ﬁve
Latin nouns: villa (villa, town), pastor (shepherd, pastor),
miles (soldier, knight), scientia (knowledge, science) and
oratio (speech, prayer). Each of these words was selected
because it has a known shift in meaning – the original meaning of villa in the Classical era (ca. 200 BCE – 200 CE) is
that of a “villa” or “country house” before being supplanted
by “town” later in its life; the original meaning of pastor was
“shepherd,” slowly becoming a religious “pastor” over time;
miles in the Classical era referred to a soldier in the imperial
Roman army, but in the Middle Ages acquired the more speciﬁc meaning of “knight”; scientia in Classical Latin largely
designated abstract “knowledge” though in the Early Modern era came more and more to mean the systematic study
of “science”; and oratio in the Classical era typically signiﬁes
the power of speech, while in the Middle Ages acquired the
more speciﬁc meaning of religious “prayer.”
For each of these words, we classiﬁed 105 instances of its
use in an even distribution across the 21 centuries from 100
BCE to 1900 CE. After training each WSD classiﬁer on the
entire parallel collection, we then evaluated its performance
on this gold standard set. Table 2 presents the results of
this evaluation.
While the words each show some variation as to which
classiﬁer performs best, what we ﬁnd in general is that the
strong baseline of selecting the most frequent sense in the
probabilistic translation lexicon still largely beats out more
sophisticated measures on this noisy data. In the abstract,
WSD would seem to fail against this much simpler measure.

6.2 Evaluation Over Time
Our goal, however, is not the evaluation of word sense disambiguation in itself but rather the evaluation of whether it
can be used to accurately predict sense variation over time.
In this eﬀort, the simple but powerful baseline of choosing
the most frequent sense would always lead us astray, since it
a priori prevents us from measuring any kind of variation.

Figure 3 illustrates this by charting the frequency of “speech”
as a sense for oratio according to three distributions over
time: the automatic classiﬁcation of the best-performing
WSD classiﬁer (6-gram LM); the gold standard test data;
and the simple baseline of always selecting the most frequent
sense (since “prayer” is the most frequent sense of oratio, this
distribution leads to “speech” never being chosen).7
The gold standard distribution represents the actual level
of sense variation in Latin for the word oratio over its 2000
year lifetime as measured in the 105-instance sample we
manually created – in this data, we can see that “speech”
is clearly the dominant sense in the Classical Latin period
around the turn of the millennium, and is used with less and
less frequency in the Middle Ages from ca. 700 CE – 1300
CE (where “prayer” was the dominant sense), before regaining its status as the dominant sense in the Neo-Classical
period of the Renaissance and beyond. We note that the
best-performing WSD classiﬁer follows this same trajectory,
while the baseline naturally cannot.
Similarly for scientia: Figure 4 represents the corresponding three distributions each representing the ratio of “knowledge” to all possible sense values for scientia. The gold standard frequency clearly shows that “knowledge” was its dominant sense until ca. 700 CE, when it starts to give way to
“science.” The best performing WSD classiﬁer follows this
same trend, while the baseline of always selecting the most
frequent sense cannot.8
One method of measuring the goodness-of-ﬁt of each of
these distributions is to calculate its mean square error (MSE)9
in relation to the true values given in the gold standard (i.e.,
the average of the square of the diﬀerence between the observed value f (xi ) and the gold standard value yi for each
value of x):
Pn
2
i=1 (yi − f (xi ))
n
In doing this, what we are measuring is not the accuracy
of the word sense disambiguation in itself, but rather its appropriateness to the task of charting lexical variation over
time. The gold standard represents the true variation; what
we want to evaluate is how well automatically tagged data
matches this historical trajectory as well. In this, we follow
other evaluations that measure the accuracy of a process
7
In this case, since oratio is only used with two senses,
“prayer” comprises the remaining frequency for each century.
8
Since “knowledge” is the most frequent sense of scientia,
it is always selected; hence its observed frequency in that
distribution of 1.0.
9
I.e., the residual sum of squares divided by the number of
degrees of freedom.
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Figure 3: Ratio of oratio classified as “speech” (in relation to all possible senses of the word) according to
three distributions.
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Figure 4: Ratio of scientia classified as “knowledge” (in relation to all possible senses of the word) according
to three distributions.
by its downstream application, such as measuring the accuracy of word alignment through the proxy of subsequent
improvements to BLEU scores in machine translation [16,
15].
Table 3 displays the MSE for each of these distributions
in comparison to the gold standard for each of the words
villa, pastor, miles, scientia and oratio.
As the table shows, the 6-gram language model classiﬁer
far outperforms the baseline and the best-performing WSD
classiﬁer (5-gram LM) when measured by overall accuracy.
The baseline of selecting the most frequent sense is revealed
to be the worst-performing method of classiﬁcation.
One question that remains, however, is whether the baseline of selecting the most frequent sense overall in the data
is the best point of comparison – a better baseline may in
fact be selecting the most frequent sense in a given century
(MFS/C), since this could still reveal variation across time.
Since our sense inventory is induced from our aligned par-

allel text data, and the texts in that data are attended by
date information, we can easily calculate the most dominant
sense for any word in any century. Comparison with this new
baseline raises an even more fundamental question: whether
it may be more accurate to measure historical sense variation
directly from the parallel text data itself (rather than introducing noise from WSD classiﬁcation errors). The fundamental question here is which is better for this task: a small
set of relatively accurate data (504,857 words of aligned parallel texts, each with a sense “label” from the translation) or
a much larger set of noisy data (389 million words of automatically tagged senses). To evaluate this new baseline,
we calculated the sense distribution over time for only the
aligned data and calculated the mean square error between
that distribution and the gold standard. Since the aligned
data is very sparse (oratio, for example, occurs a total of
89 times with an aligned label of “speech” or “prayer” and
does not occur at all in 9 of the 21 centuries), we smoothed

System
5-gram LM
6-gram LM
Bayes
Token Unigram
Token Bigram
TF/IDF
KNN
MFS Baseline

villa
.056
.053
.047
.047
.047
.037
.101
.228

pastor
.034
.053
.060
.060
.060
.050
.028
.170

miles
.052
.052
.055
.055
.055
.049
.054
.014

scientia
.044
.022
.040
.040
.044
.040
.039
.091

oratio
.137
.022
.228
.228
.230
.189
.248
.388

Average
.065
.040
.086
.086
.087
.073
.094
.178

Table 3: Mean square error of WSD systems and Most Frequent Sense (MFS) baseline in relation to the gold
standard.
the data for centuries with fewer than two observations by
assigning it a value on the slope between the closest dates
before and after it with two or more observations.
Table 4 displays the performance of this new baseline –
while the average mean square error of the baseline of picking
the most frequent sense given the century (.146) is slightly
better than the simple baseline of selecting the most frequent
sense overall (.178), it still performs worse than any WSD
classiﬁer above, and far worse than the best-performing classiﬁer, the 6-gram LM (.040).10 In this particular task, a
larger volume of noisy data trumps a smaller set of more
accurate data.
Word
villa
pastor
miles
scientia
oratio
Average

MFS/C MSE
.178 (59)
.191 (43)
.037 (233)
.064 (61)
.260 (89)
.146 (97)

6-gram LM MSE
.053 (14,499)
.053 (23,386)
.052 (45,818)
.022 (29,320)
.022 (96,313)
.040 (52,742.4)

Table 4: Mean square error of Most Frequent Sense
by Century (MFS/C) baseline in relation to the gold
standard. The figures in parentheses represent the
total number of observations comprising the distribution.

7.

TRACKING SENSE VARIATION OVER
2000 YEARS

After identifying the best-performing WSD classiﬁer for
this speciﬁc task of tracking historical variation (6-gram
LM), we trained it on the full parallel text data and used it
to classify the senses for the entire 389-million-word dated
Latin corpus. While existing resources to chart the historical rise and fall of lexical trends have so far focused on
word forms, we can now include sense information with this
broader trend data.
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show three applications of this information: tracking variation in Latin senses; tracking variation in
Latin word choice for a ﬁxed sense; and comparing multiple
lexical trends reﬁned by speciﬁc sense.
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The single word for which the most frequent sense by
century performs better than the 6-gram language model
(miles) illustrates an important point: that MFS is a powerful predictor for words with low entropy in their sense
distribution – e.g., those, like miles, in which a single sense
is used > 90% of the time (thanks to an anonymous reviewer
for pointing this out).

7.1 Variation in sense
Figure 5 displays a stacked chart representing the frequency with which “speech” and “prayer” were used as senses
of the Latin word oratio over 2,100 years. Around year 0, for
example, oratio was used with an overall frequency of .0003
(compared to all words), with its sense of “prayer” accounting for .00005 of that mass (16.7%) and “speech” accounting
for the remainder. Year 1000 records a dip in the overall
frequency of the Latin word form, but we can see that at
this point the dominant sense has ﬂipped: of the total frequency of .00015 with which oratio is used, approximately
.00012 of that mass (80%) is comprised of “prayer.” While
we may have intuited this increasing use of oratio to signify
“prayer” rather than “speech” over the course of the increasingly religious Middle Ages, we may not have suspected its
return to “speech” with the rise of scientiﬁc discourse after
the Renaissance (ca. 1500 CE). This data gives us a starting
point to begin investigating this observation further.

7.2 Variation in lexical choice
While we have focused so far on leveraging parallel text
data to induce sense information for Latin words, we can
also use the same data to induce Latin senses for English
words. One value of working in this direction is to identify
the changing Latin lexical items that correspond to a ﬁxed
sense. One example of this is the changing distribution of
Latin words corresponding to the English word “knight.” In
the Classical period, the Roman equites were a ruling class
that held a social rank between the senate and the common people; this term is often translated into English as
“knight.” In the Middle Ages, the warrior class who followed a code of chivalry (whom we more commonly today
refer to as “knights”) were known as miles (“soldier” in Classical Latin). By tracing the changing Latin equivalents for
a single English sense, we can see (in ﬁgure 6) how this variation unfolded over time – with eques the dominant sense
of “knight” in the Classical era, suddenly giving way to the
miles of the Middle Ages.

7.3 Comparing multiple lexical trends refined
by sense
The third application of a large sense-tagged historical
corpus is the ability to track the rise and fall not only of
words, but also of the speciﬁc senses that they have historically been used with. Figure 7 illustrates this by charting
the rise of specialized religious vocabulary in Latin denoting oﬃcers of the church – while diaconus (“deacon”) and
papa (“bishop, pope”) are relatively unambiguous as Ecclesiastical Latin neologisms for these oﬃces, pastor has several
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Figure 5: Stacked charted showing English sense distribution for the Latin word oratio (96,313 instances).
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Figure 6: Stacked chart showing Latin sense distribution for the English word knight (4,440 instances).
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Figure 7: Comparing multiple lexical trends refined by sense.
possible senses (meaning both “pastor” and “shepherd”). By
restricting our search speciﬁcally to the “pastor” sense of
pastor, we are able to see its rise only after ca. 100 CE; if

we considered only the trend information for the word form
itself, the presence of these multiple senses would confound
the distribution (preventing us from seeing quite so clearly

that pastor as “pastor” could only emerge in the Christian
era). This may end up being the most useful application
of this data, in that it allows us to move away from visualizing trend information for word forms and rather into the
visualization of the concepts they embody. In our earlier example, for instance, if we were to apply this same strategy to
tag the senses in a large dated corpus of contemporary English, we would be able to plot the rise of radical (meaning
“excellent”) against other slang terms with similar meaning
without confounding other senses in the distribution – allowing us to see much more precisely the speciﬁc trend we’re
looking for.

8.

CONCLUSION

The ability to supplement a dated historical corpus with
tagged sense information for each of its words begins to open
up a new dimension of both historical and linguistic inquiry.
While researchers in both the humanities and sciences are
now beginning to mine the huge cultural collections contained in million book libraries for such purposes, a sensetagged collection gives us the ability to reﬁne our searches
beyond simple word tokens to the underlying concepts they
embody.
There are a number of directions in which we can see this
work continuing. First, the WSD classiﬁers we tested were
all rooted in simple character or token ngrams; we would
expect improvements with classiﬁers making use of more
elaborate features (such as parts of speech). Second, the
induction of the sense inventory and creation of training instances is highly dependent on the quality and volume of the
underlying parallel texts. In our experiments so far, we made
use of a small parallel corpus of 1.2M words (from which we
found clean alignments for just over 500,000 words). More
parallel data in this respect (either manually or automatically identiﬁed) will naturally lead to higher quality WSD
classiﬁcation.
While our experiments have focused so far on Latin due to
its unique historical position of having been a lingua franca
for over two thousand years, our methods are designed to be
language independent, and lend themselves to reproducibility with any language for which there exists a large, dated
historical collection and a smaller set of translations. As
more and more books make their way into publicly available
digital libraries, we hope to be able to apply these methods
to a much broader range of languages in the future.
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